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It took a long time for men to get used to the

new astronomy which turned y:their flat earth into a round

ball} and made it a satellite of the Sun instead of the cen-

ter about which that luminary revolved. Their unwillingness

to accept this idea is commonly attributed to the apparent
Xcw (/l-
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degradation of their dwelling fromits high place as
A >

the center of the universe. That explanation however may

have been somewhat overworked. The universe was always big

enough in human sight so that men could but feel smsll and

weak when they lifted their eyes to the stars, and its vast

extension in space has made less difference perhaps than is

generally supposed.

But what the new astronomy undoubtedly did

at first was to shatter in the common mind its sense of

security. The good old lady who refused to be convinced that

the world was round said it" stood on rocks" • When asked

what supported these she said, "other rocks" .Eeing pressed ^
* .

further about foundations she replied, iritably, "Why} you

fool
f

there* s rocks all the way down".This probably repre-

sents what ^thought about their 'firm set earth in old days,

and one can see that it was terribly upsetting to be asked

to believe that the world was spinning through space with-

out any foundation at all. Their feeling of security was

gone. And that is a very serious lack in anybody! s life.

The priests and Levites in Jerusalem, who plotted to

ftave the Prophet of Galilee put to death, have been looked

upon by the Christian world ever since as having been very
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wicked men. It would probably be nearer the truth to say

that they were badly scared men. They could not well make^

out what the new Prophet meant, but they suspected him of

being a very dangerous character. They felt the foundations

of their social and religious systems beginning to quake

and tremble under their feet. The root of their rancor was

doubtless fear. He himself must have recognized this when

he said, "They know not what they do". They wanted security,

and they could not feel secure^mtil his lips were sealed.

In our own time one of the great powers of Eu-

rope is holding back the dawn of a new and better day,

A
under the spell of the same fancied necessity, France will

not do this, and cannot do that, unless the outside world
ui

come to her relief and promise her security. No one can
demand

wonder, considering the past, that she makes this awaSh, and

it is no whim or pretence on her part. All the same no one,

in the nature of the case, can give her what she wants; and

probably the world must wait for disarmament till she can

in some measure recover from her scare. Some people do con-

tinue to live rather close to the brink of a dangerous vol-
A

cano’,but most of us do not find life very well worth living

with possible or probable eruptions quite so near at hand.

Much of our idealism in these later days seems to

have caught the prevailing panic. The world appears to it

to be standing on the edge of a yawning precipice, and it

is a mere toss up whether or not it tumbles over. Civili-

zation, we are told, is trembling in the balance. It has come

to a parting of the ways, where it is groping blindfold foa

a path; the road it is most likely to "take being that which
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led to the Roman Empire’s " decline and fall."

Such prognostications do not tend very much to reassure

the common toind, already given to hoarding its treasure (like

the man with one talent in the parable), too frightened to

bring it forth and put it to the world’s use. If civili-
! p\^a LvtT'

zation be going down hill it be as well not to rdise

too loud a cry of alarm about it, lest its progress be cons-*

verted into a stampede.

But where shall security be found .enough of it at

least so that we can face life's risks without falling into

a paralysis of fear? Absolute security in all situations

is, of course, and ought to be beyond our reach. Life with-

out any spice of adventur^in it would be a very dpll

affair, and adventure means more or less of hardship and

danger. Mankind, we are told, is saved by hope; and hope is

expectation -mare car -less; clouded by uncertainty. Eut also

hope may be soon killed by too much uncertainty. Human

nature wants and needs something more than a mere gambler’s

chance of fulfiling its desires.

Well, the people who were once so much alarmed

about the new astronomy furnish an instructive example.

They saw a direful picture of what must be happening on the

under side of the supposedly round earthj people

clinging desperately to trees to avoid falling off into the

void;animals herding on the roofs of caves, if they

could find any, till the bottom should once more come on

top. Cfaily by slow degrees did their imagination adjust

itself to the fact that the world had no upper, or under

sideband that the laws of nature gave them just as much

security on a revolving sphere as ever the^ had enjoyed
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on their flat expanse of stationary ground.

We mortals are too apt to make ridiculous use

of our imagination; which is perhaps the newest of the fac-

ulties that belong to the human mind, and is still weak

and untrained in the race consciousness. Plainly it is

given us for constructive purposes. So employed it is a

great and wonderful addition to our mental endowment. But

Men are much given to using it to conjure up the most dread-

ful things they can conceive of, as likeliest to happen in

the days to come. In this the learned are often as foolish
many of them

as the ignorant. Perhaps even more soil; for ttWAdeliber-
paint any

ately refuse to allow imagination to pain&ay^hopeful pic-

ture of the future, and pride themselves on their superior-
t^-1 ^

ity because they have come to see tnat life is, at bottom,
A

hollow and heartless. It is curious how far into mature

life can be projected the temper of the small boy vvojhas

found out that there is no Santa Claus, and struts pom-

pously among his fellows in the light of that great

discovery.

Now this tendency to imagine and believe in dark
/

things isa the time before us makes our human world extremely

susceptible to every kind of panic. It has little sense of

security because, on the whole, the evil of life seems more

real than its good. Just that is what makes many dark thing?

really come to pass. Whole nations get into a chronic state

of fear, and half destroy themselves in frantic efforts to

escape an imaginary fate. There is security enough for all

practical purposes, in the natural laws of existence, if

people would"accept the Universe” as it is, and make the

best of it.
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What the world needs rather more than

anything else is a reasonable faith; one which shows it a

future worth striving and waiting for, and which the great

powers of being will help it to attain. Such a faith, an

imagination that is sober and sane can construct without
greatj

^oTfficulty; basing its ideal creations on grounds that

are measured and known. Such a faith already exists in

various forms, though it may be a long and laborious task

to get it widely accepted by the common mind,

One obstacle to overcome is the notion that this

faith, to be worth anything ,must be perfectly and infalla-

by true. There is a great propaganda to this effect, coming

from certain institutional sources, which proclaims that

anything less than an infallable faith is a mere deceptive

mirage. As a matter of fact, faith is always a strong 35WSBBsn.

balance of probabilities and it does not matter if in some

respects it is mistaken. On the whole, it is more likely to

come short of the possibilities than to overpaint what is
A

being woven on the loom of time.

Then the world is still too full of reckless and

selfish gambling schemes^ whose crash involves so many inno-

cent victims as to generate great waves of fear and dis-

trust; and these for a time submerge pretty much all that
' A

faith has built. After a great war, for example, faith

like wisdom, is left " crying in the streets, where no man

regardeth". The pacifist agrees with the militarist that

another war is just round the corner, waiting to pounce

upon us; and neither has much confidence that a natural
gradually)

tendency,or divine purpose, is leading useaway from war.
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It ip a perfectly reasonable faith that such a

purpose or tendency exists, and that sooner or later wars

oe outgrown and abandoned. In this faith there is enough

sense of security to quiet insane and senseless fears.

To be sure we are here brought face to face with another

risk. It has been the bane of religion all along that its Y

faith in a divine power at work in the world has tended

too much to invite men merely to " stand still and see the

Lord's salvation". If life be, as Paul taught, co-operation

between G-od and man, no project is likely to come to much

when man fails to do his part. But this weakness is certain^

ly no more disastrous than to leave man entirely alone

and unaided in working out his own salvation. The old story

of the Tower of Babel presents a vivid picture of the con-

fusion that is sure to result when men undertake to climb

up into heaven by ladders that are altogether of their own

invention.

If what is called liberalism has any great worth

to the world, it is through the possession of a more reason-

able faith than the world at large has as yet attained.

For faith must appear reasonable to men if they are to

rely upon it with any considerable confidence. Just now^

can only preach its faith to ears partly deafened by
A

the uproar of the great world war. Through the terror in-

spired by that conflict there has been a wide movement of

desertion from its standards of reason, back the emblems
A

of an ancient infallability.For the time being the world is

much disposed to seek from them once more a much needed

feeling of security. Qll the more then should those who
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7have begun to 41og-*-iao > what it means to have a

reasonable faith^ra-lly to the support of its H? ,

banners, instead of joining the backward moving crowd.

*
Theirs is by no means a lost cause. They have but to

continue steadfast and loyal to positions already won,

and a day will come when they can preach their gospel to

-i1 errg-pt i¥

o

»jtifendo » multitudes of open and recep-

tive minds.
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